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Abstract—Image captioning is the description generated
from images. Generating the caption of an image is one
part of computer vision or image processing from
artificial intelligence (AI). Image captioning is also the
bridge between the vision process and natural language
process. In image captioning, there are two parts:
sentence based generation and single word generation.
Deep Learning has become the main driver of many new
applications and is also much more accessible in terms of
the learning curve. Image captioning by applying deep
learning model can enhance the description accuracy.
Attention mechanisms are the upward trend in the model
of deep learning for image caption generation. This paper
proposes the comparative study for attention-based deep
learning model for image captioning. This presents the
basic analyzing techniques for performance, advantages,
and weakness. This also discusses the datasets for image
captioning and the evaluation metrics to test the accuracy.
Index Terms—Attention Mechanism, Deep Learning
Model, Image Captioning

I. INTRODUCTION
Image captioning, describing natural language
description of images, is still challenges in computer
vision. Image captioning has two kinds of approaches:
top-down and bottom-up to success the machine
translation. The top-down approaches apply the encoderdecoder network architecture (Convolutional Neural
Network as an encoder and LSTM as a decoder). It
initially takes the image into the encoder to get the
feature and the features were fed into the decoder to
generate the image description. The bottom-up
approaches include several separated tasks, such as
identifying objects or attributes, arranging words and
sentences, describing sentences using a language model
to extract the image caption [1].
Deep learning is also a learning technique for data to
encourage the implementation of machine learning that is
the function and structure of the brain known as an
artificial neural network. Deep learning is also called
Copyright © 2019 MECS

hierarchical learning or deep structured learning. Neural
network architectures of deep learning differ from the
original neural network because of more hidden layers,
and they can be trained in a supervised and unsupervised
method for both supervised and unsupervised learning
task. Neural network architecture was typically applying
for deep learning. The term “deep” point the number of
network layers. Although the neural networks
traditionally contain only two or three layers, deep neural
networks can contain hundreds. So, more layers are the
deeper networks [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
In recent years, attention is a popular and useful tool
for deep learning. Neural Network using Attention
Mechanisms are based on the mechanism of visual
attention that exists in humans. A standard technique for
machine translator and image captioning is an attention
mechanism to capture distant dependencies. Attention in
the context of deep learning could be embedded in the
network. Attention is used for speech recognition,
machine
translation,
image
captioning,
object
identification, reasoning, and summarization [10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Many types of image
captioning research have been finished but it has still
many biggest challenges.
This research paper is constructed with the following
sections. Section 2 presents a critical review that related
to this research. Section 3 points the comparison of the
previous captioning models. Section 4 shows the steps for
image captioning process and section 5 discusses
different image captioning models that commonly used
by different researchers. Section 6 describes the most
famous datasets which have been applying for captioning
of image. Different evaluation metrics are examined in
section 7. Section 8 summarizes the captioning
approaches.

II. RELATED WORK
Cho et al. (2015) describe many contents that used
encoder-decoder networks based on attention. This
learned based on a convolutional neural network that
works on trained attention mechanisms, and gated
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recurrent neural networks. Bidirectional recurrent neural
network (BiRNN) was implemented for an encoder and
recurrent neural network learning model (RNN-LM)
based on attention was used for a decoder in the neural
translation of machine [10]. Xu et al. (2015) proposed
two types of image caption generators based on attention:
soft deterministic attention and hard stochastic attention.
And it attended by visualizing focus on “where” and
“what” and quantitatively validated the effectiveness of
attention for generating image caption. This operated on
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) as the vectors that
extract features from the image as input and Long ShortTerm Memory (LSTM) for generating word at every step
on context vector [11].
Li et al. (2017) introduced the attention model of deep
neural network (DNN) for applying for the recognition of
scene text without requiring segmentation of input image.
This is the integration to extract feature using CNN, to
attend feature and to recognize sequence using LSTM
network in a cooperatively trainable network.
Furthermore, this proposed the attention model, applied
the IIIT5K, SVT, ICDA2003, and ICDAR2013 datasets
by comparing previous approaches, and worked with 6.5
million parameters. Results are better than the previous
methods published in state-of-the-art research. However,
this has some incorrect recognition of text. The future
works should be considered to get a more practical
representation in scene text image by using a deeper CNN
[12].
Fu et al. (2017) described an automatic image
captioning system by transforming images into accurate
and meaningful sentences. Before generating the words,
giving the other ones as the input and then it was
arranged to the visual perception experience. An image
was encoded with higher-level semantic information by
introducing scene-specific contexts. Some benchmark
datasets including Flickr8K, Flickr30K, and MSCOCO
were used to produce the results by applying both human
evaluation and automatic evaluation metrics. The
performance of the work was improved either scenespecific context or region-based attention. The
combination of two modeling ingredients suggests
attaining the achievement of the state-of-the-art as the
future scope [13].
Gao et al. (2017) submitted an attention-based LSTM
(aLSTMs) for video captioning by applying semantic
consistency.
This
used
local
two-dimensional
convolutional neural network for dynamic weighted sum,
LSTM encoder for a visual feature and word-embedding
feature extraction, and multimodal embedding for
mapping the visual and sentence feature [14]. Bin et al.
(2017) developed an adaptive attention strategy for visual
captioning with attending salient visual content or
linguistic knowledge. In this work, there are two
processes: image captioning and video captioning. This
applied recurrent neural network as an encoder and
LSTM as a decoder, and also applied adaptive attention
by designing visual captioning model, linguistic
knowledge embedding and learning attributes for visual.
This constructs the context for visual attention by using a
Copyright © 2019 MECS

pre-trained multi-label classifier to control the visual
captioning model by applying a visual gate and embed
linguistic knowledge from all previous hidden state by
using a latent representation. The experimental results
show the supercilious of adaptive attention strategy [15].
Qu et al. (2017) propounded a visual attention
mechanism applied to long-short term memory for staring
the salient object in image for captioning. In this work,
CNN is used for extracting features such as colors, size,
and location; LSTM is used to generate a sentence, and;
attention mechanism is used to describe the important
objects in the image. CNN extract features from the
image with VggNet. LSTM is work with four gates (input
gate, forget gate, attend gate and output gate) and a
memory cell. Attention has two aspects: color stimulusdriven and dimension stimulus-driven. The proposed
model was validated on three popular benchmark datasets:
Flick8k, Flick30k, and MSCOCO and the performance
shown by using standard evaluation metrics: BLEU. The
proposed model can generate more interpretability
sentence and get more accuracy in object recognition.
The future work should use unsupervised data to
understand comprehensively and precisely about a whole
picture [16].
Li et al. (2018) proposed the global-local attention
(GLA) method for describing the caption of the image.
Features based on object-level integrated with imagelevel by applying attention mechanism. This used
VGG16 for image feature extractor, Faster R-CNN for
object detector, attention mechanism for integration of
global feature and local feature, and stacked two-layer
LSTM for the model of language. The proposed GLA
method implemented on Microsoft COCO caption data
set by checking with many favored evaluation metrics
such as BLEU, ROUGE-L, METEOR, and CIDEr. This
can create more appropriate and reasonable sentences that
related the image context but cannot jointly the language
model and train CNN part. So, the integration of image
feature extractor and object detector is still as the future
study to train and test of the end-to-end model [17].
Ye et al. (2018) initiated the attentive linear
transformation (ALT) for automatically generating image
caption as a novel attention framework. That model used
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for encoding input
image to extract features, transformation matrix with
high-dimension for converting from image features to
context vector and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) for
decoding from the context vector to a sentence that
related with the image. This experiments on the
benchmark dataset such as MS COCO and Flickr30K by
measuring evaluation metrics. ALT’s advantage is that
the weight for linear transformation can show information
unless a concrete form uses as a featured channel or
spatial region. ALT can nicely describe than existing
attention models but cannot correctly recognize words on
the sign, cannot distinguish some-part-redundant object,
cannot correctly count the quality of the object, and
mistakes the gender. This paper suggested using text
detector to recognize the words and objecting detector to
count the quantity of the objects as the future works [18].
I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2019, 6, 1-8
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Cornia et al. (2018) exploited the salient and contextual
region on the results of the saliency prediction model for
image captioning by exploiting. This too used a Fully
Convolutional Network as an encoder on high-level
features, LSTM layer on features and the saliency map,
attention mechanism that selects an image region from
previous LSTM and supplies it to next LSTM [19]. Wang
et al. (2018) proposed Affective Guiding and Selective
Attention Mechanism (AG-SAM) as a novel image
captioning model. This used the encoder-decoder network:
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) like encoder for
extracting features of the image and then long-short-termmemory (LSTM) like decoder for selective attentionbased and emotional awareness. This also introduced a
gate to generate the context vector with the attention
mechanism [20].
Zhu et al. (2018) developed a Captioning Transformer
(CT) model by applying stacked attention modules
without the time dependencies to address the issues of
long-short-term-memory (LSTM) structure and also
proposed multi-level supervision training. The encoder of
this model is Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) that
used ResNet and ResNext as image classification models
to extract image features and transformer model with
stacked attention mechanism as the decoder to decode
from image features to the sentence. There are three
methods for integrating image features to transformer
model: 1) image spatial feature map, 2) spatial image
feature map that merge the image feature and each word,
and 3) spatial image feature map that used image feature
in front of text embedding. This used MSCOCO dataset
and standard evaluation metrics for evaluating the
performance by juxtaposition with several start-of-the-art
methods. The accuracy of the study is better than the
original models. This pointed out to study the method in
the digital virtual asset security field for future scope [21].
Wang et al. (2016) initiated deep bidirectional LSTM
model that designed for image caption generation. This
model is based on a deep CNN and two separate LSTM
network for learning long-term interaction between image
and text. This caption generation model is evaluated with
Flickr8K, Flickr30K, and MSCOCO benchmark datasets.
Bidirectional LSTM model achieves high performance on
both generation and retrieval tasks. As the future scope,
more sophisticated language representation, multitask
learning and attention mechanism can extend in the
model [29].
Wang et al. (2016) demonstrated the architecture of
RNN-LSTM applied parallel-fusion for image captioning
by combining the advantages of simple RNN and LSTM.
This approach improves the performance and the
efficiency by evaluating with BLEU and METEOR on
Flickr8K dataset. To focus the higher performance, future
work needs to examine the limitation of parallel threads
by using more complex image features [30].
Lu et al. (2017) introduced an encoder-decoder
framework with adaptive attention for image caption
generation. Adaptive attention learns when to attend and
where to attend on the image. This framework
implements on Flickr30K and 2015 MSCOCO image
Copyright © 2019 MECS
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captioning datasets to analyze the adaptive attention. The
framework is efficiently evaluated on the caption that
generated from the image, and it can be applied in other
application domains [31]. Chen et al. (2017) developed
Spatial and Channel-wise Attention in Convolutional
Neural Network (SCA-CNN) for image caption
generation. In multi-layer feature maps, SCA-CNN
concise for the sentence generation by encoding what and
where the visual attention is. This is manipulated on three
benchmark datasets: MSCOCO, Flickr8K, and Flickr30K.
Future work intends to work temporal attention in SCACNN, by attending video frames features for video
captioning and to increase the attentive layers without
overfitting [32].
Gan et al. (2017) initiated a Semantic Compositional
Network (SCN) for image caption generation and video
clip captioning. SCN detect semantic concepts from the
image and use the probability of each task for parameter
composition in LSTM. This is quantitatively evaluated
and qualitatively analyzed on COCO, Flickr30K, and
Youtube2Text datasets; and the performance significantly
outperforms with multiple evaluation metrics [33]. Liu et
al. (2017) found a quantitative evaluation metric by
focusing on evaluating and improving the correctness of
attention in neural image captioning. The metric
evaluates between human annotations and the generated
attention maps by using Flickr30K and COCO datasets.
This can close the gap between human perception and
machine attention and can experiment in related fields
[34].
Gu et al. (2017) exploited the CNN language model for
image caption generation. MSCOCO and Flickr30K
datasets have been using to conduct the experiments for
analysis. The model can generate a sentence that is
relevant with image but model is wrong when visual
attributes are predicted. It can integrate extra attributes
that learning for image captioning as future scope [35].
Wu et al. (2018) proposed a method that integrates the
high-level concepts to the CNN-RNN architecture,
approved the improvements of the method with image
captioning and visual question answering, and also used
to incorporate external knowledge in answering for highlevel visual questions. Image captioning results reported
by testing on the popular Flickr8k, Flickr30k, and
Microsoft COCO dataset; and visual question answering
tested on the DAQURA-ALL, DAQURA-REDUCED,
Toronto COCO-QA, and VQA datasets. Further work
should extract more specifically related information by
creating queries based on the knowledge that reflect the
content of the question and image [36].
Aneja et al. (2018) explored a convolutional image
captioning technique, demonstrated its efficacy on the
MSCOCO dataset and the performance with baseline.
The model with attention can improve performance [37].
Wang et al. (2018) discovered a framework that only
employs convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to
generate captions. They conduct extensive experiments
on MSCOCO and investigate the influence of the model
width and depth. Compared with LSTM-based models
that apply similar attention mechanisms, our proposed
I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2019, 6, 1-8
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models achieves comparable scores of BLEU-1,2,3,4,
METEOR, and higher scores of CIDEr [38].

III. COMPARISON OF MODELS

and attention mechanism are differently used in previous
research work. The most common implemented models,
datasets and evaluation metrics discussed in the next
sections. The sequence of stages for image captioning is
shown in Fig.1.

Comparison of most prominent papers is shown below
in Table 1 based on the comparative study of many
research papers.

Image

Data Preparation

Table 1. Comparison of major previous research work
Reference

Ref [13], 2017

Ref [12], 2017

Ref [17], 2018

Ref [18], 2018

Ref [19], (2018)

Findings and Limitations
1. Either scene-specific context or regionbased attention can raise the performance of
the image captioning method.
2. Scene-specific context can generate new
caption from distorted scene image.
3. Region-based attention does not require
proposing and selecting visual regions.
4. Region-based attention model needs more
data to train.
1.
Deep Neural Network based on attention
(DANN) is more powerful for the image
that contains most scene text (nonhorizontal character, unusual font, or
texture background).
2.
Image with a complex background and text
has a large deformation, are not correctly
identified.
3.
If ‘o’ and ‘n’ are adjacent, read ‘n’ as ‘m’.
1.
Global-Local Attention (GLA) can a
generate sentence description that is more
relevant to the input image.
2.
GLA can obtain global information as well
as local object information.
3.
The model cannot connectively train the
language model and feature extractor.
4.
This cannot fine-tune the Faster R-CNN on
Flickr dataset because Flickr datasets lack
object information.
1.
Attentive Linear Transformation (ALT) can
attend to subtler and more abstract visual
concepts.
2.
The linear transformation weights can
apprehend more information if a concrete
form does not like spatial region or feature
channel.
3.
The words on the sign cannot correctly
recognize.
4.
Objects are difficult to distinguish and the
quantity of object cannot correctly count.
5.
The prediction for gender is a mistake.
1.
Using saliency and context attention can
avoid the repetition of words, and the
failure to describe the context.
2.
Performance loss when the salient regions
of the image are not described in the
corresponding ground-truth caption.
3.
Some problems arise in the presence of
complex scenes.

IV. STEPS FOR IMAGE CAPTIONING
Image captioning using deep learning based on
attention mechanism contains some important stages such
as data preparation, feature extraction, encoder network,
attention mechanism, decoder network, and evaluation
stages. Data preparation takes images to ready for feature
extraction. Feature extraction, encoder-decoder network,
Copyright © 2019 MECS

Deep Learning Model
Based on Attention
Feature Extraction using
Encoder Network

Attention Mechanism

Sentence Generation Using
Decoder Network

Sentence
Fig.1. Stages for Image Captioning

V. CAPTIONING MODELS
There are many methodologies to utilize for image
captioning or description generation. The researchers'
groups have commonly implemented little famous
architecture. CNN, RNN, DNN, and LSTM are famous
architectures and are commonly used for image caption
generation processes. A brief overview of the deep
learning-based approaches for image captioning is shown
in Table 2. The following subsection will introduce about
of these techniques.
A. CNN
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN or ConvNet),
that has applied in numerous fields of artificial
intelligence (AI) just as speech and image recognition,
pattern recognition, video analysis, and natural language
processing. CNN is a feed-forward neural network in
machine learning and one category of deep neural
network in deep learning [2-9] and also used as the
encoder network for extracting the features of the image
in most deep learning model based on attention
mechanism [10-21].
B. RNN
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is also called the
looped based neural network. RNNs can apply their
memory (internal state) to perform input sequences,
unlike feed-forward neural networks. In image captioning
process, RNN is implemented to guess the next word
from the current word by learning and thus RNN is also
known as the language model as a decoder network [3, 7,
I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2019, 6, 1-8
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9, 18]. But RNN is implemented for both encoder and
decoder network in some image captioning model [10].
Table 2. Overview of deep learning-based approaches for image
captioning
Reference

Model for Image

Model for Language

VGGNet
VGGNet,
AlexNet

LSTM

Ref [31], 2017

ResNet

LSTM

Fig.3. Attention Mechanism. Figure adapted from [11]

Ref [32], 2017

VGGNet, ResNet

LSTM

Ref [33], 2017

ResNet

LSTM

Ref [34], 2017

VGGNet

LSTM

Ref [35], 2017

VGGNet

Language CNN,
LSTM

Ref [13], 2017

VGGNet,
AlexNet

LSTM

Attention will be helpful for generating the image
caption by extracting the important image regions in
accordance with the context of the image. In image
captioning, so, the attention mechanism has been widely
applied. Attention mechanism studies what and where the
decoder should attend to. Fig.3 shows the attention
mechanism for generation image caption.

Ref [18], 2018

VGGNet

LSTM

Ref [21], 2018

ResNet and
ResNext

LSTM

Ref [11], 2015
Ref [29], 2016

LSTM

C. LSTM
Long-and-Short-Term Memory (LSTM) is a
component of a recurrent neural network (RNN).
An RNN, which developed with LSTM units, is also
called an LSTM network. LSTM is mostly composed
with four gates: input gate, forget gate, cell, and output
gate. LSTM is implemented for sentence representation
in image caption generation [4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16,
19, 20, 21]. LSTM is also applied for feature extraction
for image and word [17].
D. Encoder-Decoder Framework
There have been many types of research that represent
the encoder-decoder framework. Among them, one is an
image encoder by using CNN and a text decoder by
applying RNN. In that framework, CNN extracts various
visual features from the image and RNN generates the
caption of the image. Fig.2 shows the encoder-decoder
framework for image captioning [39].
E. Attention Mechanism
Many methods implement a pre-trained CNN model in
the encoding of image and use the fixed content of the
image in the decoding process to generate the natural
language sentence. It, however, have difficulties to
convert all important information into one single vector.

VI. DATASETS
There are various kinds of datasets that applied for
detection, classification, recognition, and caption
generation. The most famous standard benchmark
datasets, used for image captioning based on the sentence,
are MSCOCO [22], FLICKR8K [23], and FLICKR30K
[24], etc. A summary of datasets that most mostly used in
image captioning is listed in Table 3.
A. MSCOCO
MSCOCO [22] caption dataset is implemented for
image captioning method. MSCOCO [30] caption dataset
is comprised of three parts: the training, the testing and
the validation. Each image of training and validation is
described with five captions but there do not have
annotated sentences for the testing set. The dataset
focused on the individual instance for object
segmentation. The dataset, which released in 2014, have
82,783t images for training 40,775 images for testing and
40,504 images for validation. In 2015, this cumulatively
released 165,482 train images, 81,434 testing images and
81,208 validation images. The 2017 release, that is the
last, contain 118,287 training images, 40,670 testing
images, and 5,000 validation images.
B. Flickr8K
The images for Flickr8K [23] dataset collected from
the Flickr.com website and consists of 8,092 images that
attend on the performing action of animals or people.
Each image in the dataset contains five sentences that
characterized with entities (animals, people, and objects),
situation, scenes, and events. The images in the dataset
are annotated with the test-passed worker for grammar
and spelling checking from United State. There have been
using 6,000 images to train, 1,000 images to test and
1,000 images to validate.

Fig.2. Encoder-decoder framework for image captioning. Figure
extracted from [39]

Copyright © 2019 MECS
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C. Flickr30K
Flickr30K [24] is a large image description dataset and
accommodates with region-phrase correspondence for
ground-truth comprehension. This dataset emerges by
combining the embedding of image and text, common
object detectors, color classifier and bias that select larger
objects. There has classified 513,644 mentions for scene
and entity and there has been working with five sentences
per image. There are 28,000 images for training, 1,000
images for testing and 1,000 images for validation.

measures n-grams' fraction that is in common between a
reference and a hypothesis. The strength of BLEU [33]
evaluation metrics highly correlates with the judgments
of human by an average of judgment errors of the
individual sentence. The judgment over a test corpus is
divine rather than the judgment of human for every
sentence.
B. ROUGE

Reference

Datasets

Ref [29], 2016

Flickr8K, Flickr30K, MSCOCO

Ref [30], 2016

Flickr8K

Ref [16], 2017

Flickr8K, Flickr30K, MSCOCO

Ref [31], 2017

Flickr30K, MSCOCO

Ref [32], 2017

Flickr8K, Flickr30K, MSCOCO

Ref [33], 2017

Flickr30K, MSCOCO

Ref [34], 2017

Flickr30K, MSCOCO

ROUGE [26] is an automatic evaluation package for
the comparison of the quality of a summary and humancreated summaries. It is very effective for automatic
evaluation of machine translation. Four different ROUGE
measures are ROUGE-L, ROUGE-N, ROUGE-S, and
ROUGE-W. ROUGE-L identifies the longest common
subsequence (LCS) and it has sentence-level LCS and
summary-level LCS. ROUGE-N is a recall-related ngram measure between a set of reference summaries and
a candidate summary. ROUGE-S named skip-bigram cooccurrence statistics and measure the skip-bigram
overlapping between a set of reference translations and a
candidate translation. ROUGE-W calls the weighted
longest common subsequence (WLCS) and uses the
polynomial function to calculate.

Ref [35], 2017

Flickr30K, MSCOCO

Table 4. Overview of evaluation metrics

Ref [17], 2018

MSCOCO

Ref [18], 2018

Flickr30K, MSCOCO

Ref [21], 2018

MSCOCO

Ref [29], 2016

BLEU

Ref [36], 2018

Flickr8K, Flickr30K, MSCOCO

Ref [30], 2016

BLEU, METEOR

Ref [37], 2018

MSCOCO

Ref [16], 2017

BLEU

MSCOCO

Ref [31], 2017

BLEU, METEOR, CIDEr

Ref [32], 2017

BLEU, METEOR

Ref [33], 2017

BLEU, METEOR, CIDEr

Ref [34], 2017

BLEU, METEOR

Table 3. Summarization for datasets

Ref [38], 2018

VII. EVALUATION
The evaluation metrics are commonly applied to
automatically manipulate the accuracy and effectiveness
of caption generation. The commonly used evaluation
metrics are Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU)
[25], Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation
(ROUGE) [26], Metric for Evaluation based Image
Description Evaluation (METEOR) [27], and Consensusbased Image Description Evaluation (CIDEr) [28]. A
similarity-based measure between ground truth sentence
and machines generated sentence is calculated by all of
these methods. Each of these evaluation methods is
introduced with the following sections. Table 4 shows an
overview of the evaluation metrics used in image
captioning. And, Table 5 shows the performance
comparison of the previous research on MSCOCO dataset.
A. BLEU
BLEU [25] is extensively used for machine translation
and it is an automatic human-like evaluation. It is
language-independence, speedy, and cheaply evaluation
method. The semantic similarity between the human
description of the image and machine-generated caption
can be determined by applying the BLEU score. It
Copyright © 2019 MECS

Reference

Evaluation Metrics

Ref [35], 2017

BLEU, METEOR, CIDEr, SPICE

Ref [17], 2018

BLEU, METEOR, CIDEr, ROUGE_L

Ref [18], 2018

BLEU, METEOR, CIDEr, ROUGE_L, SPICE

Ref [21], 2018

BLEU, METEOR, CIDEr, ROUGE_L

Ref [36], 2018

BLEU, METEOR, CIDEr

Ref [37], 2018

BLEU, METEOR, CIDEr, ROUGE_L, SPICE

Ref [38], 2018

BLEU, METEOR, CIDEr, ROUGE_L

C. METEOR
METEOR [27] score has been highly applied in
comparison with other metrics because of highly
correlated with human subjects' annotations. It can
evaluate on any target language to construct the system of
statistical translation by applying the same resources. It is
freely available as open source software.
D. CIDEr
The goal of CIDEr [28] is to automatically evaluate the
image caption. This evaluation metrics show how many
matching the consensus of image description sets with a
candidate sentence. This is more suitable for the
I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2019, 6, 1-8
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measuring.

Table 5. Performance comparison of previous research
References
Ref [29], 2016
Ref [16], 2017
Ref [31], 2017
Ref [32], 2017
Ref [33], 2017
Ref [34], 2017
Ref [35], 2017
Ref [17], 2018
Ref [18], 2018
Ref [21], 2018
Ref [36], 2018
Ref [37], 2018
Ref [38], 2018

BLEU-1
67.2
72.3
74.2
71.9
74.1
72.6
72.5
75.1
73.0
80.0
71.1
68.8

BLEU-2
49.2
52.2
58.0
54.8
57.8
55.4
55.6
59.0
56.9
64.0
53.8
51.3

BLEU-3
35.2
37.1
43.9
41.1
44.4
37.2
41.1
41.7
45.7
43.6
50.0
39.4
37.0

BLEU-4
24.4
25.2
33.2
31.1
34.1
27.6
30.3
31.2
35.5
33.3
40.0
28.7
26.5

[8]

VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the comparative study of an
attention-based deep learning model for image caption
generation. For image captioning, encoder-decoder
network based on attention mechanism is very useful to
generate sentence description. In the encoder-decoder
network, CNN is mostly used for feature extraction and
RNN is mostly used for sentence generation. Attention
mechanism attends a more salient part of the image in the
output of the encoder network and converts feature maps
to feature vector for the input of the decoder network.
The paper also suggests important steps for image caption
generation. And also, this presents datasets that mostly
used, and evaluation metrics to calculate the performance.

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]
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